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FOREWORD

This publication was prepared under contract by the UNITED STATES JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE, a federal government organization established to service the translation and research needs of the various government departments.
LIST OF DISSERTATIONS FOR BULGARIAN CANDIDATE OF SCIENCE DEGREES

[Following is the translation of those pages of several successive issues of the Bulgarian official bibliographical journal (book deposits) which - without signature - list the dissertations from No. 44 to No. 97, in Elgarski Knigosip (Bulgarian Bibliography), Sofiya, 1959, Vol. 63, No. 6, pages 36-37; No. 7, pages 35-38; and No. 11, pages 44-47.]

[No. 6, pages 36-37]

Historical sciences.


Chemical Sciences.


Economics

Diss., High Party School at the CK of the BKP. 27 March 1959.  
(Appr. by VAK with protoc. No. 9, of June 1959).  

Diss., High Party School at the CK of the BKP, 3 Apr. 1959.  
(Appr. by VAK with protoc. No. 9, of 8 June 1959).  

Diss., High Economics Institute Karl Marx, Trade Faculty, Chair of domestic trade, 19 March 1959. (Appr. by VAK with protoc. No. 9, of 8 June '59).

MEDICAL SCIENCES.

D. 49.- Anastasov, Konstantin Iordanov. - "To the problem of the acute odontogenous infection". Scient. direct.: Slavcho Davtov. (Critics: E. Boyanov & D. Stranski). S., 1958. 236 l. with ill., 29. 5x22 cm.- Typewritten. With bibliography at end of text.


Diss., High Med. Inst.- Sofiya Fac. med., Chair for pathological physiology, 24 Dec. 1959 (should be 1958) (Appr. by VAK, with protoc. No. 9 of 8 June 1959.)


ARCHITECTURE

S., 1956. [6] 116 l. 7 l. of tables. 101 single l. of drawings, 24 single l. of illustr. 30x22.5 cm. - Typewritten. With bibliography at the beginning of the text.

Diss., BAN (Bulgarian Academy of Sciences), Inst. for town construction and architecture, 14 Nov. 1957. (Appr. by VAK with protoc. No. 9, of 8 June 1959).


Diss., Ban Inst. for town construction and architecture, 26 June 1957 (Appr. by VAK with protoc. No. 9, of 8 June 1959).

[No. 7, pages 35-38]

PHILOSOPHICAL SCIENCES


Auto-referate 22 p.

Diss., Sofia State University, Chair of dialectics and historical materialism, 2 June 1959. (Appr., by VAK with protoc. No. 11, of 6 July 1959).

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES.


ECONOMICS SCIENCES.


MEDICAL SCIENCES.


D. 61.- Knev, Aristotel Nikolaev.- "Comparative morphological research on the development of the finger extensors and the long thumb-Abductor of the hand (rm. extensoris digitorum manus et Abductor pollicis longus) in man". (Scient. dir. Dimitir Kadanov; Critics: Milko Balan & Radoi Popivanov). S., 1958. 140 l.37 l.ill., 31x22 cm.- Typewritten. With bibliography at end of text.


TECHNICAL SCIENCES
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ARCHITECTURE


RURAL ECONOMICS.

D. 70.- Velikov, Iordan Syarov.- "Investigation of the results of industrial crossing of swine of the Bulgarian white strain, improved by boars of the "mengalica" type and of the variegated 'derman' type". Scient. dire. Isai Georgiev. (Critics: Petr Khadzhidimitrov & Boris Evtimov). S., 1957. 117 l. with ill. 30x21 cm.- Typewritten. With bibliography at end of text.

Diss., The K. A. Timiryazev Rural Econ. Acad. of Moskva.


VETERINARY SCIENCES


HISTORICAL SCIENCES.


D. 78.- Boyadzhiev, Stefan Krumov.- "Contribution to the history of the fortress wall of Serdik". [Scient. dir. Seva Bobchev; Critics: Christo Danov & Georgi Mikhailov]. [S., depo. 1959]. 90, 2 l. 30x21 cm.- Typewritten. Appendix 71 l., illust., il l. drawings.


PHILOLOGICAL SCIENCES.


CHEMICAL SCIENCES.


GEOLOGICAL AND MINERALOGICAL SCIENCES.


ECONOMIC SCIENCES.


Auto referate p. 19.


MEDICAL SCIENCES


TECHNICAL SCIENCES.


D. 93.-- Penchev, Iordan Datsev.-- "On the unequal character of the amplitude of auto-oscillation in the ranges of the low-powered radio transmitters". (Critics: Petr Paunov & Ivan Ganchev). S., 1958, 68 l. 8 l. drawings. 30x21 cm.-- Typewritten.


RURAL ECONOMICS.


D. 97. - Kadiiski, Elenko Georgiev. - "Study of the local goats".
30x22 cm. - Typewritten. Bibliography at end of text.
Diss., High Rural Econ. Inst. (G. Dimitrov), Zootechn. fac., 5
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